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Defining Public Task -

can INSPIRE learn lessons from public task 

under the Directive on the Re-use of Public 

Sector Information?



Public task – Re-use Regulations

Regulation 5 (1) “These regulations do not apply to a document where the activity 

of supplying the document is one which falls outside the public task of the public 

sector body”

Public task is not defined by the regulations, nor in the Directive. 

The Office of Public Sector Information has written some guidance on what 

indicates that an activity may or may not be public task, available at: 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documents/guide-to-psi-regulations-for-

central-government.doc

In practice, OPSI defines public task on a case-by-case basis when it receives a 

complaint.



Public task – INSPIRE

4.(1) In so far as a provision of these Regulations concerns a spatial data set for 

which a public authority is responsible, that provision applies in relation to that 

spatial data set only if that data set is held—

(a) by a public authority which has produced or received that data set, or 

manages or updates that data set, within the scope of its public tasks; or

(b) by another person on behalf of a public authority which has produced or 

received that data set, or managed or updated that data set, within the scope 

of that authority’s public tasks.



Public task – INSPIRE

12.—(1) A public authority (“P”) must, in relation to a spatial data set or spatial 

data service for which P is responsible—

(a) enable another public authority or a relevant body to gain access to that data 

set or data service; and

(b) enable another public authority or a relevant body to exchange and use that 

data set or data service,

where that authority or body requires that data set or data service for the purpose 

of its public tasks that may have an impact on the environment.



Public task – INSPIRE

For INSPIRE there is double the need to define public task to work out if the 

regulations apply to any given piece of information:

1. Is it part of the holding body’s public task? (regulation 4)

2. If another body wants to gain access to it, is the reason it wants it part of its 

public task? (Regulation 12)



OPSI approach to defining public task

Avoided defining public task – looked at individual complaints under the PSI 

regulations – inevitable first step was to decide if the complaint is covered by the 

regulations - meaning is it public task? If so, OPSI would investigate.

Unsatisfactory – despite encouragement, very few information holders published 

definitions of their public task. No certainty for the re-user community.

OPSI undertook to define public task – but a general definition is simply not 

possible.

Therefore we adopted the following approach – which INSPIRE is welcome to re-

use if it wishes!



OPSI solution

1. Produce a set of public task principles, against which any statement of public 

task can be measured. We have 4:

• Clarify the PSB’s functions in relation to information it collects, creates, 

holds and disseminates

• Be open to challenge

• Be current

• Be written in Plain English

2. Require members of the IFTS to publish statements of public task, encourage 

others.

3. Publish guidance for public sector information holders on how to draw up 

their statements



QUESTIONS?

I’m around at Conference for the rest of today, but in the meantime are 

there any?


